WTIEOWEKEMRWXHMZSVGIMHIRXM½IWEHYPXIV]EWLEZMRK
broad, harmful effects on the marriage relationship
ERHGSQTEVIWPYWXXSEHYPXIV] 1EXX 
Jesus declares a high view of sexuality and sexYEPI\TVIWWMSR8LI&MFPIGPEVM½IWXLITYVMX]SJQEVriage and exposes sensuality and lust as cheap imitations. Through Christ’s redemptive power, men and
women can experience (though imperfectly in this
PMJI XLIVIWXSVEXMSRSJ+SH´WMRXIRXMSREPHIWMKRJSV
sexual expression.
The Bible declares that expressions of sexual
intimacy outside the bounds of marriage between
a man and a woman are sin. Pre-marital, extra-marital, group, adult/child, animal and same-sex sexual
intimacy are all out of bounds for the follower of
.IWYW 'LVMWX 6SQ   =IX +SH´W [SRHIVJYP
grace and forgiveness are extended to those who
LEZITPEGIHXLIMVJEMXLMRLMQ+SH´WTPERMWXLEXVITIRXERGIJVIIWLMWJSVKMZIRIWWXS¾S[ERHXLIRPMJI
change follows.
Followers of Jesus can be released from the
bondage of sexual sin. Old habits and former sins
RIIHRSXFIVITIEXIHXLEROWXSXLITS[IVSJ+SH
XLEX MW EX [SVO [MXLMR YW  'SV   ;LMPI
temptations persist and people may experience
strong desires and inclination toward sinful sexual
behavior, there is hope. Extensive Christian counseling may be required in some cases, as the impact of
HIZMEXMSRJVSQ+SH´WHIWMKRGERFIWMKRM½GERXERH
profound. Though the power of sin is strong, the
power of the Holy Spirit is stronger.

We also need to make clear that while the Bible
has a high view of sex, it never presents intimate
  
sexual expression as the highest good nor as someXLMRKIWWIRXMEPJSVEJYP½PPIHPMJI&SXL.IWYWERH4EYP
EJ½VQGIPMFEG]JSVWMRKPIWEWERETTVSTVMEXIERH+SH
LSRSVMRKEPXIVREXMZIXSQEVVMEKI 1EXX'SV
 %W6MGLEVH,E]W[VMXIW±8LIPSZISJ+SH
is far more important than any human love. Sexual
JYP½PPQIRX½RHWMXWTPEGIEXFIWXEWEWYFWMHMEV]KSSH
within this larger picture” (The Moral Vision of the New
Testament,T 
In a sexually permissive society, it is becoming
QSVIHMJ½GYPXXSLSPHXSXLILMKLFMFPMGEPGEPPMRK[MXL
VIKEVHXSWI\YEPTVEGXMGI&IGEYWI[IFIPMIZI+SH´W
way is the right and best way for Christ-followers
to live, we call for obedience to Jesus in the pursuit
of holiness and sexual purity.

Human

sexuality

The best way
It is important for churches to speak more
openly about the Bible’s teaching in this regard, especially in youth groups but also for the whole congregation. Precisely because sexual practice is experienced in private, we need to speak more openly
about its opportunities and dangers.
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I\YEPMX][EW+SH´WMHIE+SHGVIEXIHLYmanity as male and female with sexual desires. IntiQEXI WI\YEP I\TVIWWMSR MW SRI SJ +SH´W KSSH KMJXW
and an essential aspect of propagating the human
VEGI +IR  %PSRK [MXL XLI KMJX SJ WI\YEPMX]+SHKEZIKYMHIPMRIWERHMRWXVYGXMSRWHIWMKRIHXS
safeguard it as a good gift so that sexuality can be
TVEGXMGIHEGGSVHMRKXS+SH´W[MPP
 %W[MXLEPP+SH´WKMJXWWI\YEPMX]GERFIGSQIHIstructive if misused. When this happens, people miss
XLIQEVOSJ+SH´WMRXIRXMSRW8LI&MFPIGEPPWXLMWWMR
Sex is one gift that has been misused in ways that
do violence to people, trivializes it and produces
GSRWIUYIRGIW+SHRIZIVMRXIRHIH7SMXMWIWWIRXMEP
that we resist some current trends in sexuality and
recommit ourselves to what the Bible teaches.
Sex permeates our culture. Television, the Internet, movies and even text messages are sometimes saturated with an open sexuality. The culture
blasts a message that sexuality is only about what
feels right at a given moment. Sensuality, physical attraction and pleasure seem to be the only necessary
ingredients to a satisfying sex life. Current United
States realities are that 80 percent of unmarried inHMZMHYEPWLEZILEHWI\TIVGIRXLEZII\TIVMIRGIH
unwanted pregnancy and over 1 million of those are
aborted every year.

God’s design
As followers of Jesus, we proclaim a message
about human sexuality that has often been characterized as prudish, unrealistic and unnecessarily
restrictive. However, the biblical vision of human
sexual expression is quite different from these steVISX]TIW+SH´WHIWMKRJSVLYQERMRXMQEG]MWJYPPSJ
love, joy, pleasure and deep satisfaction.

+SHGVIEXIHQIRERH[SQIRMRLMWMQEKI+SH
HIGPEVIWFSXLQEPIERHJIQEPITIVWSRWXSFI±ZIV]
KSSH² +IR &]GVIEXMRKLYQERWEWWI\YEPFIMRKW+SHHIWMKRIHQSVIXLERETL]WMSPSKMGEPTVSGIWW
F][LMGLXLIIEVXLQE]FI½PPIHXLVSYKLTVSGVIEXMSR
0MOI[MWI[LMPI'VIEXSV+SHLEWHIWMKRIHWI\YEPMRtimacy to be a pleasurable and mutually satisfying exTIVMIRGIXLIWMKRM½GERGISJWI\YEPI\TVIWWMSRKSIW
beyond mere physical pleasure. Sexual between a
husband and wife united in a marriage covenant is inXIRHIHXSFIW]QFSPMGSJXLIYRMSRXLEX+SHMRXIRHW
to last for a lifetime.
When sin entered the human experience, the
½VWXQERERH[SQERJIPXWLEQIERHREOIHRIWWERH
VIWTSRHIHF]GSZIVMRKXLIQWIPZIW +IR +SH´W

TIVJIGX MRXIRX [EW WIVMSYWP] HEQEKIH;LEX +SH
intended as a pure and uninhibited expression of
covenant union, love and intimacy is no longer that
simple. Sin has wreaked havoc on the human sexual
experience. Sexual exploitation, inappropriate use
SJTS[IVPYWXEFYWIERHWIP½WLRIWWEVII\EQTPIWSJ
the impact of sexual sin on the human race.

What Jesus teaches
Christ Jesus came to announce the good news
of redemption, to reclaim the original plan and to
set believers on the path to restoration. Jesus elevates the value of women and condemns sexual
WIP½WLRIWW.IWYWXIEGLIWXLEXQEVVMEKIMWTIVQERIRX
Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor men
who have sex with men nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards
RSVWPERHIVIVWRSVW[MRHPIVW[MPPMRLIVMXXLIOMRKHSQSJ+SH

'SVMRXLMERW

